A basic reason for the loss of quality in LPC synthesized speech is the spectral mismatch between the LPC model and the analyzed speech. Since the residual signal contains the spectral information not extracted by the LPC analyzer, existing methods for improving the synthesized speech quality are based on encoding the residual signal or reducing Its information content -by improved pole-zero models. In this work we study an approach in which the spectral envelope of the residual signal is divided into three main components which are separately represented to provide an overall more efficient representation of the residual signal. The three spectral components are the antiresonances due to nasalized sounds, fixed or slowly varying spectral contributions due to input spectral shaping, and the remaining spectral matching error. An analysissynthesis system based on the cepstral representation of the residual signal is developed and is shown to provide a particularly convenient framework for separating and representing by zeroes and cepsiral residuals thr different spectral components. Preliminary results of the study are presented on the basis of simulations with telephone bandwidth speech.
INTRODUCTION -
Linear predictive coding (LPC) is an efficient and widely used technique for low bit rate transmission of speech. However, the quality of the LPC synthesized speech is speaker and environment dependent and is not natural sounding. A basic reason for the loss of quality is the spectral mismatch between the spectrum of the all-pole-LPC model and the input speechspectrum [11. Since the residual error signal contains the spectral information not extracted by the LPC analyzer, efforts for improving the synthesized speech quality were centered on the efficient representation and encoding of this signal, e.g. [2-6], as well as the reduction of its information content by improved pole-zero models, e.g. [7-91. In a related effort, the modification of the buzz-hiss excitation source was also considered [10,111. While the antiresonances in nasalized sounds can be adequately represented with a relatively small number of zeroes, other sources of spectral mismatch such as the glottal pulse, input spectral shaping, and other deviations from the assumed rational model, typically require a large number of zeroes for adequate spectral matching. The modification of the LPC buzz-hiss excitation model [10, 11] was reported to reduce the characteristic buzziness in -LPC synthesized speech but can not sufficiently reduce the spectral mismatch as to render the LPC system robust and natural sounding. As for residual encoding, since standard waveform coding of the full band residual signal cannot be afforded in low bit rate applications, one approach is to encode the residual signal baseband [2,31. At the receiver, the residual baseband signal is used to generate a full band excitation signal by using high frequency regeneration techniques [12] . In addition to the limited spectral matching the regetieration process causes perceivable distortions. Recent works have avoided the above problem by encoding the full band residual signal uaing time and frequency domain techniques. In the time domain, center clipping and fine quantization of high amplitude residual samples were applied antiresonances as zeroes. The use of zeroes only is not as efficient for the representation of other spectral components in the residual, and encoding of the spectral envelope is not as efficient as zeroes for representing antiresonances. In this work we have taken therefore the approach of dividing the spectral envelope of the residual signal into three main-components, so that each component can be represented separately in a more efficient way. The three spectral components are the antiresonances due to nasalized sounds; fixed or slowly varying spectral contributions which are not adequately represented by the all-pole LPC model and can be due to input spectral shaping (e.g. filtering), speaker characteristics, and effects of environment condition-s; and the remaining spectral matching error. An analysis-synthesis system based on the cepstral-representationof the residual signal isdeveloped and is shown to provide a particularly convenient framework -for separating and representing by zeroes or cepstral residuals each of the above spectral components.
CEPSTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE RESIDUAL SIGNAL
The cepstral analysis [141 of the residual signal was considered in this work since it provides means for smoothing the spectral envelope, extraction of zeroes [8, 15] , removal (deconvolution) of input spectral shaping effects, and robust pitch detection [161. The usual way for obtaining the LPC residual signal is to inverse filter the input signal using the extracted LPC parameters. -The cepstral representation of the residual-signal, to be called the cap.-stral residual, is then computed from this signal. However, to save computations and reduce the delay involved in first extracting the LPC parameters and then inverse filtering, the scheme shown in Fig. 1 was used. According to this scheme, the LPC and cepstral analyses are both performed on the pre-emphasized and windowed input speech signal. The LPC parameters are then used to compute 
The complex cepstrum is defined atthe inverse Fourier transform of the complex logarithm of H(eJ') (the frequency 
with l(0) = Log(GA) and h(I) = a1. Since we are interested in the spectral magnitude information, we will use in the sequel the (real) cepstrum instead of the complex cepstrum. The cepstrum is an even function defined as the inverse Fourier transform of Log IH(e")1 which is the real part of the complex logarithm of H(eJ'). Hence, given h(n), the cepstrum c,(n) is given by
The cepstrum of the pre-emphasized and windowed speech signal x(n) is denoted byc(n) and is computed by inverse Fourier transforming Log ]X(e")I. The cepstral residual c,(n) is thus given byc(n)=c(n)-c(n).
We have found in our study that for an efficient representation of the antiresonances by zeroes it is extremely important to remove first the effects of input spectral shaping, such as bandpass filtering, -which may require many zeroes for its representation. We address therefore this issue first.
Removal of Input Spectral Shaping Effects: Since the cepstral representation of a signal is not a parametric one and describes the .signal as is, c,(n) contains the cepstral representation of the fixed input spectral shaping (which was not removed by the all-pole model) as a bias. This bias can be estimated by computing a longterm average <c,(n)> of c,(n). Subtraction of <c,(n)> from c,.(n) corresponds to inverse filtering in the frequency domain which removes the effects of the input spectral shaping and provides for a more efficient representation of the unbiased residual 4(n), where 4(n) = c,(n) -<c,(n)>. In systems with varying input conditions, slow tracking of the bias sequence <4(n)> is useful and can be done by using a running average. The updated bias sequence can be transmitted at a slow rate during silence periods or even during unvoiced segments by using the pitch slot.
Computation of ZerOes: The scheme for computing, the zeroes from 4(n) is shown in Fig. 2 . The rectangular window w,(n) corresponds to using only the first N, cepstral terms. As in homomorphic prediction [8, 15] the cepstrum is used to find a minimum phase impulse response to which the LPC analysis is applied. In this case, the spectrum is first inverted by inverting the sign of 4(n). To compute the minimum phase impulse response h(n) of the inverted spectrum, the one sided complex cepstrum h,(n) is first found from 4(n), using the relations discussed in conjunction with eq. (3). The minimum phase impulse response h,(n) is modeled by H,(z), which takes the, form of (1) The Remaining Cepsiral Residual: Following the modeling by zeroes, the remaining cepstral residual 7,(n) can be computed in a similar fashion to the computation of 4(n). This is done by using again the relations in (2), with b replacing a and sign inversion, to find the cepstral representation of the zeroes, Cb(fl), and then
If desired, components of ,(n) can now be selected for transmission. However, we found it useful to first window ,(n) by a suitable cepstral window w, (n) which further. smoothes the log-spectrum of the remaining residual.' In the sequel, the windowed remaining cepstral residual is denoted by c,,,(n) and its components which are selected for transmission by c1(n).
SPECTRAL MISMATCH MEASURES
Let Log(E(e')I be the Fourir transform of a given cepstral residual sequence Ce (n). Then, by Parseval's relation,
A useful evaluation of the spectral mismatch is given in terms of the RMS Log-spectral mismatch in dB:
[2]½ 20/Log(10) [dB]
It is of interest to point Out that E, is minimized for a given number N, of cepstral residual coefficients if the N, cepstral components having the largest magnitude are selected. Another approach for measuring the spectral mismatch is related to the prediction error measure used in LPC analysis, [7 ] The normalized prediction error Vi,, is defined as the ratio between the energy of the LPC residual signal to the energy of the input signal E. It was established that [71 J',, = GI/EX, where GA is the gain term in (1). It was also shown that the minimum value of is given by [71 Vmin = G/E, where G, is given from the input signal cepstrum c(n) by G, = exp (c(0)). It can be shown that = Vmin i2(n) (6) where h,(n) is a normalized impulse response sequence obtained from c,(n) by setting first c,(O) to zero.
Clearly, if there is no residual error,. h,(n) becomes a unit impulse and V, = Vmjn. In our application h,(n) is the impulse response needed to shape the synthesizer excitation signal in order to compensate for the matching error introduced by the all-pole LPC model. In view of (6) we define a spectral mismatch measure
where h(n) corresponds to a given cepstral residual sequence.
Both measures, E, and E, can be computed at any given stage of the matching process by using the given cetral residual -
The general block diagram of the analyzer is shown in Fig. 3 . It is based on the spectral matching process described above and contains the blocks described in Fig.'s 1 and 2 . Additional blocks shown in Fig. 3 are for pitch detection and voicing decision [16] , gain computation, cepstral residual selection and the quantization and encoding of transmitted parameters. The optimal gain is G, =exp(c(0)). However, since the matching is done only for N, cepstral coefficients, G, is too small. The most pronounced component beyond N, is the cepstral peak at N -the pitch period. The proper gain G is obtained by modifying G, with the gain due to the pitch peak. In the Log domain we have Log G = c(0) + 2c(N).
The synthesizer can be realized in several ways. The block diagram of one possible scheme is shown in Fig. 4 . This scheme uses a pole-zero synthesizer which is driven by an eacitation signal generated by convolving the pitch pulses or noise with theril Fig. 4 Block diagram of synthesizer.
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response h,(n). This impulse response is computed from c(n)
which is the sum of the received cepstral residual .(n) and a cepstral shaping sequence c,(n). c,(n) includes the bias sequence as well as any other desired spectral shaping such as deemphasis, band-edge enhancement to remove the smoothing effect of the cepstral window, etc.
One alternative to this scheme is to use an all-pole LPC synthesizer and include the zeroes, through their cepstral representation, (n), in e(). Another alternative is to use a homomorphic synthesizer in which c, (n) includes the .cepstral representations of the poles and zeroes.
PRELIMINARY SIMULATION RESULTS
The analysis-synthesis system described above was computer simulated. The results reported here are, however, preliminary and limited since they are based on several utterances only spoken by three male and one female, and do not yet include quantization of the parameters. The input speech (both by telephone and microphone) was recorded and sampled at 8 kHz and was digitally highpass filtered to well define the input lower band edge (300 Hz). This was found important for designing the spectral shaping at the synthesizer (needed for compensating the effect of cepstral smoothing on the lower band-edge). The filtered speech was preemphasized by a first order differencing operation (l-0.95z) and windowed by a Hanning window (w(n)) of 256 samples duration (32 msec). The data update was 16 msec. Following the cepstral analysis and the computation of the cepstral representation of the LPC model (c(n)), the raw cepstral residual c,(n) was computed but c, (0) was set to zero since the gain is computed separately, as discussed earlier. The number of cepstral residual terms N, was chosen to be 50 if N 52, and N, = I\-2 if I\, < 52. Thus, for male speakers N, is usually fixed and is equal to 50, whereas for female speakers N depends on the pitch period N. Next, the long term average <c,(n)> is computed. Fig. 5 shows typical forms of c,(n), <c(n)>, and the unbiased residual .(n). The spectral represenlation of each is shown in Fig. 6 . The effect of increasing th number of poles, and of removing the bias sequence <c,(n)>, on the spectral measures E, and E5 is shown in Fig. 7 . The results show that beyond 12 poles the spectral mismatch decreases very slowly with the increase in the number of poles. In addition, it is seen that the bias contributes significantly to the spectral mismatch. Since the bias represents fixed or slowly varying spectral shaping its use by itself is not expected to significantly improve th speech quality. This was verified by informal listening in which a certain reduction in buzziness and some increase in crispiness was noted but not commensurate with the large decrease in mismatch seen in Fig. 7 . The remaining unbiased mismatch is removable by using zeroes and/or the remaining .epstral residual. Its removal was found to significantly contribute to the quality of the synthesized speech. It is concluded therefore that a meaningful mismatch measure should be based on the unbiased residual. The unbiased cepstral residual ,(n) was used to extract the zeroes. Simulations have shown that once the bias is removed a low order model is sufficient to represent the antiresonances in the speech spectrum.
With two zeroes per antiresonance, 4 zeroes are sufficient to represent the maximum of two antiresonances expected in the given bandwidth; Fig's 5b and 6b show Cb(n) and its transform, respectively, using 4 zeroes which are computed from t,(n) of that the behavior of the two measures E, and E5 is very similar.
Since E, is easier to compute we preferred its use in the subsequent simulations. We next examined the reduction of the remaining spectral mismatch by selecting components (c1(n)) from the windowed cepstral residual c,.,,(n) (w,(n) was a Hanning window with zero value at N,). As an example, Fig. 5c shows c,.,(n) obtained Since quantization effects were not studied fully as yet, no recommendation is made on the final choice of parameters. However, it appears that 8 poles and 4 zeroes can be used for adequate representation of spectral peaks (formants) and dips (antiresonances) in the given bandwidth. The remaining parameters consist of either additional zeroes and/or cepstral residual coefficients. In view of the results obtained so far it is believed that the proposed system can be suitable for low bit rate applictions and offers meaningful improvements in robustness and quality. Further study on a larger data base is needed however to examine its full potential. 
